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ABSTRACT
Many applications need up-to-date copies of collections of
changing Web resources. Such synchronization is currently
achieved using ad-hoc or proprietary solutions. We propose
ResourceSync, a general Web resource synchronization pro-
tocol that leverages XML Sitemaps. It provides a set of
capabilities that can be combined in a modular manner to
meet local or community requirements. We report on work
to implement this protocol for arXiv.org and also provide an
experimental prototype for the English Wikipedia as well as
a client API.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous
Keywords
Web, Resource Synchronization, ResourceSync
1. INTRODUCTION
Synchronization of resources from one Web-based system,
a source, to another, a destination, is frequently important.
It may be necessary to ensure reliable access to a set of re-
sources, to provide backup copies for preservation purposes,
or to leverage computational resources or tools available at
one server but not another. We consider three examples of
synchronization used by popular services:
• The arXiv.org collection of physics, mathematics, and
computer science articles that exist on a primary server
but are mirrored at other servers worldwide.
• Structured Web data sources such as DBPedia that
are synchronized with changes in their unstructured
counterparts (Wikipedia).
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• The data.europeana.eu service, which aggregates meta-
data from many remote sources across Europe.
The synchronization problem is well-known and various
solutions are available. One can use rsync [5] to synchro-
nize local and remote file systems, use OAI-PMH1 to syn-
chronize metadata between repositories, synchronize files be-
tween two machines via WebDAV2, or install Dropbox or
Google drive to synchronize local files or documents with
cloud services. However, all of these mechanisms are pro-
prietary or ad-hoc solutions, which position the important
function of synchronization as an outlier among other func-
tionality that has been comfortably incorporated with the
Web Architecture (e.g., REST and Linked Data).
We propose ResourceSync [6, 3] as a framework for a Web-
based synchronization mechanism, which leverages the wide-
spread adoption of XML Sitemaps3. It provides a modular
set of synchronization components for baseline synchroniza-
tion, incremental synchronization, and pull- or push-based
change awareness that can flexibly be combined to meet a
variety of synchronization requirements. Our presentation
will focus on the following issues:
1. We introduce the ResourceSync framework, which is
now available in a first beta draft (http://www.open-
archives.org/rs/0.5/). In the simplest case, it re-
quires only that a source exposes an XML Sitemap
listing resources with last modification information.
2. We report on the experiences from implementing Re-
sourceSync for arXiv.org and the English Wikipedia
and discuss how it might support information aggre-
gation from many diverse sources in Europeana.
All ResourceSync implementations, including a Python
client library and a simulator for testing purposes, are avail-
able in a Git repository: https://github.com/resync.
1http://www.openarchives.org/pmh/
2http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4918
3http://www.sitemaps.org/
2. SYNCHRONIZATION SCENARIOS
2.1 arXiv.org
arXiv (http://arXiv.org)4 is a well-known and heavily
used repository of scholarly articles in physics, mathemat-
ics, computer science and related disciplines. It has over
800,000 articles with an average of about 1.5 revisions per
article. For each version there is a separate metadata record
and the full-text package (PDF, tar.gz, etc.) giving a to-
tal of approximately 2.4 million resources. New articles and
revisions are added at the rate of about 75,000 per year,
and there are also occasional metadata changes such as the
addition of bibliographic information for journal versions of
articles. Updates are made public at 8pm eastern US time
each day Sunday through Thursday, with an average of 1,800
resources updated at that moment at that time.
We consider two synchronization use cases: the first is the
synchronization of content to mirror sites5 which are under
direct arXiv control, and the second is synchronization of
content to other independent services6 or to researchers for
bibliometric and scientometric analysis. In the first case,
the goals are high consistency, moderate latency, and ro-
bustness to global network outages. There is also the need
for the system to automatically recover from outages with-
out human intervention. In the second case, the goal is to
make resource and update information publicly available so
that any other service may synchronize at the frequency it
needs without the need for any out-of-band communication.
The current mirroring system uses a process of an HTTP
trigger from the main site, an HTTP pull of a list of changed
objects specific to the particular mirror site, HTTP down-
load of the resources listed, an HTTP request to verify when
the mirror has completed downloading, and then verifica-
tion (via HTTP HEAD) by the main site which updates
the list of out-of-sync items for the particular mirror. The
process is periodically repeated as long as there are updates
for that mirror. This system is limited to a trusted set of
servers operating with the same internal organization and
is not available publicly. It also does not support an audit
process to check synchronization so rsync is used periodi-
cally. Switching to a standardized resource-centric frame-
work could combine efficient updates, the ability to do pe-
riodic audits, public synchronization capability, and reduce
the burden of maintaining an ad-hoc system.
2.2 wikipedia.org
The multilingual online encyclopedia Wikipedia currently
contains over 23 million articles in various languages and
is maintained by about 100,000 active contributors. There
are 285 language editions: the English Wikipedia with 4
million articles is the largest one, followed by the German,
French, and Dutch editions, which all have between 1 and
4 million articles7. According to measurements reported
in [2], about 1.4 article pages are updated each second on
Wikipedia which amounts to 120,000 page updates per day.
4The arXiv statistics come from Simeon Warner, one of the
authors of this paper.
5http://arXiv.org/help/mirrors
6Example services include the UK Institute of Physics
http://eprintWeb.org/ site, or the Math Front at UC
Davis http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/
7http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
We envision two main synchronization use cases for Wiki-
pedia: first there are large structured knowledge bases such
as Freebase and DBPedia which are increasingly used in
combination with information retrieval techniques (e.g., DB-
Pedia Spotlight [4], Google Knowledge Graph8). They heav-
ily reuse or even mirror information from Wikipedia and
therefore need to refresh this information when remote re-
sources change. Second, there are publishers and media
agencies like the New York Times or the BBC, which link
entities in their information space with entities in Wikipedia
and reuse information (e.g., article abstracts) in their own
information space. Keeping these information sources in
sync is an important component of sustaining the timeliness
of the news source.
Currently Wikipedia exposes article metadata and change
information via a non-public OAI-PMH endpoint, and some
editions also push article change information via a dedicated
IRC channel. This means that there is no uniform, Web-
based solution that allows clients to replicate and periodi-
cally synchronize information from Wikipedia.
2.3 data.europeana.eu
Europeana provides access to more than 20 million books,
paintings, films, museum objects and archival records that
have been digitized throughout Europe, gathered from hun-
dreds of individual institutions, with the help of dozens of
data aggregators and providers. The initial Linked Open
Data release contains metadata on approximately 2.4 million
texts, images, videos and sounds. These collections encom-
pass more than 200 cultural institutions from 15 countries.
While the 10 largest data providers contribute 80% of all
data, the remaining 20% are contributed by smaller institu-
tions. Two data providers even contribute only one single
object to the current dataset [1].
In Europeana, Web-based resource synchronization can
serve two purposes: first, Europeana internally needs to pe-
riodically aggregate metadata from its data providers. Since
Europeana provides an entry point for search and retrieval
over aggregated objects, it is in the data provider’s inter-
est that Europeana has a consistent view over these ob-
jects. Second, Europeana could also provide a synchroniza-
tion endpoint for external services that consume and make
use of data provided by Europeana.
At the moment, the Europeana-internal metadata aggre-
gation mechanism is based on OAI-PMH and manual data
transfer from the data providers to Europeana, possibly
via intermediate aggregators. External data consumers can
download data or use available Europeana data dumps but
have no means to synchronize resources.
3. RESOURCESYNC
In order to allow a destination to initially synchronize
with a source, the synchronization process at the destina-
tion must be able to retrieve a list of source resources for
which synchronization is intended — we denote this process
as baseline synchronization. Subsequently it can perform in-
cremental synchronization to keep its copies in-sync with the
corresponding resources at the source. Finally, the destina-
tion can perform an audit to check that its copies match the
corresponding resources at the source. The central frame-
work components enabling these processes are resource lists
8http://www.google.com/insidesearch/features/search/knowledge.html
and change lists. ResourceSync also supports the notion
of dumps for packaging resources, cross-linkage of related
resources, patching resource representations, etc. Further
information on these and other capabilities is given in the
ResourceSync beta draft.
3.1 Resource List
Baseline synchronization requires that a source exposes
the list of resource URIs it conveys for synchronization. In
its most basic form, as shown in the following listing, a re-
source list is an XML Sitemap with an additional element
expressing that the Sitemap implements resource list capa-
bility. Since a resource list presents a snapshot of a Source’s
resources at a particular point in time, this element also car-
ries the datetime of the resource list’s most recent update.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<urlset xmlns="..."
xmlns:rs="...">
<rs:md capability="resourcelist"
modified="2013-01-03T09:00:00Z"/>
<url>
<loc>http://example.com/res1</loc>
</url>
<url>
<loc>http://example.com/res2</loc>
</url>
</urlset>
3.2 Change List
Incremental synchronization is an optimization over base-
line synchronization. If supported by both source and desti-
nation, it can reduce latency caused by the transfer of pos-
sibly large resource lists. Instead of retrieving the list of
available resources, destinations can retrieve atomic resource
state change information bundled in change lists. Change
lists are also expressed as Sitemaps.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<urlset xmlns="..."
xmlns:rs="...">
<rs:md capability="changelist"
modified="2013-01-03T11:00:00Z"/>
<url>
<loc>http://example.com/res2.pdf</loc>
<lastmod>2013-01-02T13:00:00Z</lastmod>
<rs:md change="updated"/>
</url>
<url>
<loc>http://example.com/res3.tiff</loc>
<lastmod>2013-01-02T18:00:00Z</lastmod>
<rs:md change="deleted"/>
</url>
</urlset>
Both resource lists and change lists can carry additional
meta-information (e.g., hash, content length, mime-type) to
facilitate resource synchronization and audit.
4. DEMOS
We have implemented ResourceSync prototypes for two
use cases: arXiv.org9 and the English Wikipedia10. Each
9http://arxiv.resourcesync.net
10http://en.wikipedia.resourcesync.net
prototype exposes a resource list and a change list contain-
ing information about resource changes. Resource lists are
written by a periodic process, which is triggered daily in the
case of arXiv and by the availability of a new dump in the
case of Wikipedia. The arXiv prototype writes one change
list file per day, whereas the Wikipedia prototype keeps the
most recent changes in memory and periodically writes them
to a file. In the case of Wikipedia changes are recorded
from a dedicated IRC channel (#en.wikipedia), in the case
of arXiv the changes are visible in the arXiv database and
periodically written out by a batch process. We are also
investigating the possibility of implementing ResourceSync
for Europeana.
5. SUMMARY
We propose ResourceSync, as a general Web resource syn-
chronization protocol that leverages XML Sitemaps. It pro-
vides a set of capabilities that can be combined in a modular
manner to meet local or community requirements. We are
implementing this protocol for arXiv.org and also provide an
experimental prototype for the English Wikipedia as well as
a client API.
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